Agogo Bells/Pots and Pans

To make your own recycled Agogo you will need:

- Two empty round containers of different sizes with metal bottoms, such as instant potato or hot chocolate tins. When you are choosing these, remove the lids (you don’t need these) and test the sound the bases make by tapping them till you find two with different notes, one higher and one lower.

- Something to hold the containers together, such as wide rubber bands, duck tape or gift wrapping tape.
- Something to decorate the Agogo with – paint, stickers, sticky tapes and marker pens are all suitable.
- A ‘drum stick’ such as an old wooden spoon (you can decorate this too with paint or felt-tip pens).

This Agogo is easier to hold than traditional Agogos: experiment with the most comfortable way for you to hold it. You play the Agogo by striking the bases of the containers with the stick to create a rhythm using the higher and the lower notes.